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Catalogtext by Line Ulekleiv: Andrea Lange, Camp Dreamland, 2008  
 
 
Andrea Lange: Camp Dreamland 
 
A shared axis emerges when the five video installations by Andrea Lange, First Time We Live 
(2003), Movements in Sleep (2005), Isfahan mon amour (2006), Freedom Clap Your Hands 
(2007) and the new work Fallujah Meditations (2008) are presented jointly. The title of the 
exhibition, Camp Dreamland, highlights these works as a series of artistic reflections on the 
global political situation over the past five years. The title reflects the radical substitutions 
characteristic of military jargon: the American military base outside Fallujah in Iraq is called 
Camp Dreamland, a euphemistic misnomer that disturbs the understanding of language's 
relationship to reality. The occupation of Iraq is a central point of departure, with its ensuing 
traumatic political and existential implications. Lange actively engages with the polarization of 
the Western and Arabic worlds, which is part of current rhetoric. In their political orientation, 
these works represent consistency and continuity in her artistic project. Lange goes up close and 
personal, conveying first and foremost identification with a situation that may well occur in a 
geographically remote location, but which is ethically and ideologically very much present.  
 
Lange's production is characterized by compositions with sharp contrasts manifested both in their 
imagery and in the thoroughly thought-out soundtracks, which are components of equal value. 
The rhythm of her video works crystallizes through the use of musical elements, as well as a 
complex alternation between turbulence and relief, terror and faith. Lange gently draws the 
viewer into situations of political conflict, offering a respectful and empathetic view of a world 
situation where tension keeps ratcheting up.  Empathy as an artistic strategy characterizes her 
working method, which results in artworks that come across as communicative and open ended. 
By capturing some universally recognizable element, Lange avoids the exoticizing distance. 
Universal fellowship emerges as a valid model, a fellowship that must be nurtured as an 
alternative to a narrower horizon. Lange raises important questions when focusing on what 
human fellowship may represent in contemporary times.  
 
By mediating information, both found footage and her own video recordings, the artist is able to 
present reality in a way that differs from the dominant versions – again and again, we see the 
same fragmentary images provided by the international photo bureaus, and critical distance is 
often lacking. Lange examines the ongoing machinery of the mass media and its massive image 
flow. In a sense, her work is in continuity with that of the video pioneers of the early 60s, such as 
Nam June Paik and Wolf Vostell, who both utilized anti-authoritarian vocabulary from the mass 
media. This backdrop is certainly well-established, and a given for many contemporary artists. In 
Lange’s case, it is also interesting to pay attention to her use of the video medium as a sensual 
and temporal category. As a medium, video is primarily able to capture time, to turn it upside-
down and use it as resistance; the dividing lines between what has been and what will come may 
be dissolved.  
 
While Asleep: First Time We Live/Movements in Sleep 
Sleep phenomena as reality and metaphor is a recurrent subject in Lange's work over the past few 
years. Sleep is a reconstituting process that helps us go through life by sorting out perceptual and 
mental experiences, but what happens when traumas accumulate and sabotage this function? A 
number of Lange’s video works deal with a sense of irreality and numbness that follows in the 
wake of war, a somnambulistic state that in her most recent piece, Fallujah Meditations, veers 
into meditative hypnotic suggestion. 
 
In First Time We Live, sleep’s superficial likeness to lifelessness is a striking theme. The logical 
corollary of its very title points to death: Next time we die. In investigative mode, a tripart 
montage of sequences shows highly symbolically charged images. The initial scenes are of 
national holiday celebrations: an orchestra playing the Norwegian national anthem and 
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kindergarten children falling to the ground pretending to be dead, followed by shots of Lange’s 
sleeping daughter and her younger sister dancing, then images from a family reunion marked by 
cheerful melancholy, and finally the singing of a tune by the Russian oppositional singer and poet 
Vladimir Vysotskij. Song and music as cultural heritage that is passed down are central elements, 
and Lange views the songs as conversations, even when their language is unknown. The safe and 
innocuous Norwegian setting is contrasted against political unrest internationally; most of the 
footage was shot during the weeks in the spring of 2003 when U.S. and British forces were 
bombing Iraqi cities. This gives the more peaceful images a somber tenor and a heightened 
metaphoric power: unwittingly, the children falling to the ground allude to actual deaths, and the 
relatives celebrating their ties of union elicit thoughts of families that are crushed by the realities 
of war. The artist’s three-year old daughter sleeps peacefully in her bed; the soundtrack is Lange 
softly singing the traditional Iraqi lullaby Dileol, taught to her by an Iraqi woman. A light of 
solidarity shines through this gesture, but it also highlights an acute and tender vulnerability. The 
autobiographical elements, which are used to a great extent throughout Lange’s production, tiptoe 
the line between the private and the universally meaningful. In using her own loved ones as 
representations of archetypes, Lange conveys a sense that something is intensely at stake, and the 
distance to the acts of war diminishes.  
 
Movements in Sleep has a similarly complex structure. Both sound and images in this video are 
marked by a very fleeting movement that defies easy capture, and yet, it is a work of great 
precision. The camera passes from an airport setting – this non-national waiting room for 
departures and arrivals – to the open sky, then to brief takes from an Arab town seen at street 
level. A cacophony of urban sounds gradually takes on compository form and weaves in and out 
of slow-drifting cloud formations that appear to be building up to an unknown crescendo. By 
having all these separate elements coincide, Lange creates a condensed temporal and spatial 
sensation that is both wide open and unsettling. Different temporal layers appear to merge into 
one. The observing eye seems anonymized and omniscient. Something is about to happen, and 
we experience the unresolved and associative nature of Lange's montage with an increasing fear 
of terror. In that respect, the metaphysical, romanticized and dreamlike space constituted by 
heaven as a symbolic unit is strongly challenged by more imperative worldly powers. A combat 
helicopter in the skies suggests a renewed politization of this space. The soundtrack evolves to 
incorporate excerpts from a speech by George Bush, followed by passages from rock icon Patti 
Smith, a strong symbol of counter-culture. Here, a child is being urged to go to sleep with an 
underlying panic and desire for immediate flight. Lange’s mediation makes civilization’s powers 
of doom visible, but her works never become one-sidedly dystopian. The possibility for real 
humanism through fellowship can be faintly glimpsed, even though sleep cannot offer 
uninterrupted rest and safety. In this context, the title of the piece also alludes to so-called 
periodic limb movements in sleep, which are episodes of uniform movements during sleep that 
occur at regular intervals throughout the night and may cause frequent awakenings.  
 
In the Name of the Rose: Isfahan mon amour  
The short video piece entitled Isfahan mon amour delves into the mythology of naming in 
combination with reality-oriented facts. In slow motion, a pink ornamental rose of the type Rose 
d’Isfahan – one of the very loveliest varieties of the Damask rose – sways in the wind, 
accompanied by music from Duke Ellington’s The Far East Suite.  Inserted between these takes 
are shots of Lange’s daughter intently studying a spice mortar. A running text informs us that this 
particular rose originates from Isfahan (the ancient Persian Pasadena), a city associated with the 
production of nuclear power and uranium enrichment. It is said to be the main seat of Iran's 
alleged nuclear weapons program. There is an inherent discomfort to the information provided in 
the text, while the images are pleasing. With its reference to Alain Resnais's Hiroshima mon 
amour, the work suggests humankind’s delicate conditions in a world where nuclear war and 
total annihilation remain an ongoing threat. Lange conveys a fullness of meaning by paying 
homage to beauty and to the future despite it all; this rose is planted in her father’s garden as a 
gift to her daughter on her name day. The petals become allegorical extensions of the little girl, a 
tribute to a sincere sensitivity filled with love – to the power of the proper name.  
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Repeated Movements: Freedom Clap your Hands/Fallujah Meditations  
Freedom Clap your Hands consists of two parallel projections that cast their respective shadows 
of meaning onto one another. One of them contains footage from the legendary 1969 Woodstock 
Festival with its unison protest against U.S. warfare in Vietnam. Lange has edited shots of the 
audience, comprised of as many as 450 000 people, zooming in on individual participants and 
then pulling back to wide panoramas of the crowd, swaying together like a shaggy carpet. People 
stand up and clap, and the camera focus narrows again. The clip is then reversed and played 
backwards and forwards in an endless loop. This can be seen as a reflection on a counter 
movement which rolls back and forth and here embodies revolution as a possibility. The repeated 
movement becomes symbolic of a people’s movement. The rhythm is echoed in the camera’s 
alternation from the individual to the collective, suggesting the enormous potential always 
present when people gather around a common cause. The other projection shows lively, dancing 
feet on a red hardwood floor, shifting from those of a child, light on its toes, to those of an adult. 
After a while, the child starts clapping hands and a grotesque photograph from Abu Ghraib with 
religious undertones cuts into our peripheral vision in brief and painful stabs, consciously 
detectable only because of its repetition. Thus, two historical war situations with the United 
States as the invading power are linked together. But rather than the massive, collective 
mobilization of 1969, we now see only a mother and a daughter acting out, conveying both self-
expression and ambivalence. The music is an adapted version of Richie Haven’s Woodstock 
performance of Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child combined with Freedom, both well-
known spirituals created and sung by black people in the U.S. during slavery. In the 1950s and 
1960s, these tunes were also used as battle songs by American civil rights activists. By 
introducing this reference, Lange presents freedom as an iconic and sincere ideal, still far away 
from collective realization.  
 
In Lange’s latest work, Fallujah Meditations, she stretches time and space in a critical scene. Her 
point of departure is footage from the American attack on the town of Fallujah in Iraq in 
November of 2004 during the so-called Operation Phantom Fury. The street fighting in Fallujah 
were the toughest battles the U.S. Marine had engaged in since Hue City in Vietnam in 1968, and 
they were described in the media as veritable massacres. The relevant clip shows an American 
soldier who shoots to death a wounded, unarmed Iraqi in a mosque. The journalist who filmed the 
scene, Kevin Sites from NBC News, was under the protection of the U.S. Marines as a so-called 
embedded journalist. The video was repeatedly aired on both Western and Arabic TV-stations at 
the time, and constitutes one of the worst examples of acts of war in modern times that have been 
publicly broadcasted: The Iraqi is shot in the head at close range. The Marine investigators 
subsequently concluded that the soldier had acted in "self defense”, so no charges were raised 
against the killer. The original recording lasts for about one minute, but Lange has radically 
slowed down its pace and edited the material to bring out a completely different character. In this 
lingering pace, the fatal moment almost comes to a full stop, which allows the viewers to pay full 
attention to every detail. We gain a visual surplus that is otherwise impossible in flickering news 
reports. On an aesthetic level, the scene becomes physical, picturesque and stylized. This 
aesthetization has a visual effect, while the slow motion "reveals" every movement and act. The 
soundtrack is a man’s voice hypnotically reciting how to penetrate ever more deeply into one’s 
own consciousness in order to finally create a new visual blueprint of reality. Sounds of 
heartbeats, wind and waves form a sonic backdrop. The anxiety inherent in the real situation is in 
sharp contrast to the tranquility of the soundtrack, and yet the insistent urging for concentration 
and mental and physical presence seems relevant. The scene is encapsulated by this abstract 
mood, and thus becomes an image of civilization bursting at its seams. Hypnosis will not provide 
sufficient escape here.  
 
In singling out this individual episode, Lange hits the crux of the matter between the 
representation of war and the experience thereof, between trance and harsh reality. The soldiers’ 
stay in Camp Dreamland gives rise to phantasms, sleep-like states with unforeseeable 
consequences.  
 


